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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to determine the present status of
the Louisiana elementary school principalship.

Areas emphasized were

personal characteristics, professional preparation and experiences,
duties and functions, opinions relative to pertinent social and educa
tional issues, and civic and professional activities.
The study was conducted in Spring, 1975, during the investiga
tor's graduate studies at Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge.
Study subjects were one hundred public elementary school principals in
Louisiana selected randomly from a total of approximately three hundred.
Selection was made from state-approved elementary schools consisting of
grades K-6 in organizational structure.
A selective search of the literature on historical development
of the elementary principalship was made and the following areas were
explored:

(1) initial development; (2) teacher training programs;

(3) certification; (4) curriculum; (5) grade structure; (6) professional
training, duties and functions; and (7) research on the role of the
elementary school principal.
Sources of data included:

(1) a questionnaire; (2) official pub

lications of the National Association of Elementary School Principals;
(3) literature published by the Louisiana State Department of Education;
and (4) published volumes and unpublished materials related to the
subject.
Major findings included the following:
1.

All of the principals responding satisfied the minimum
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standards for state certification of school principals in Louisiana.
2.

A majority of study participants had earned thirty graduate

hours above the Master's degree and had satisfied additional require
ments of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools for the
position of principal.
3.

A substantial majority of the principals had completed under

graduate training in elementary education and possessed prior elementary
school teaching experience before becoming a principal.
4.

A significant number of principals had participated in edu

cational research projects at the local level.
5.

A majority of the principals supervised classroom teachers'

instruction regularly, served as moderator of in-service meetings and
considered themselves innovators of new ideas.
6.

A majority of the principals stated a preference to again

seek the position of school principalship.
7.

A vast majority of the principals favored the following:

(a) accountability movement, (b) ability grouping for better instruction,
(c) importance of parent-teacher conferences, (d) competency-based
teacher education programs, (e) parent and student assistance in up
grading the curriculum, (f) more monies specifically dedicated to edu
cation, (g) extra compensation for extra duties, (h) in-service training
programs for principals, (i) development and implementation of a sound
physical education program, (j) increase in school term length with a
10-day additional allocation to in-service programs with extra compensa
tion, (k) use of para-professionals, (1) concept of career education,
and (m) home origin of many school disciplinary problems.

8.

A substantial number of the principals opposed or disagreed

in terms of the following:

(a) merit pay plan for classroom teachers,

(b) interscholastic athletics in the elementary schools, (c) change in
the present tenure law, (d) teacher militancy movements, (e) students'
rights movements, (f) adequate teacher preparation by training institu
tions, (g) busing of students to achieve integration, (h) union member
ship for teachers, (i) sabbatical leave law change.
9.

A small percentage of the principals indicated that one or

both of their parents were teachers.
10.

A majority of the principals ranked in the middle 50 percent

in undergraduate work; however, a greater number were ranked in the
upper 25 percent in graduate work.
Within the delimitations of the study the following conclusions
were made:
1.

A majority of Louisiana elementary school principals satis

fied state certification requirements.
2.

A majority of the principals indicated understanding of

their duties and functions.
3.

A sizeable number of the principals had formulated definite

opinions concerning current social and educational issues.
4.

Less than the majority of the principals were active in civic

and professional organizations.
5.

No significant percentage of the principals exhibited any

unusual personal or professional characteristics.

Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

The American elementary school is a product of a long historical
process in American public education.

Thus, with the development of the

elementary school organization the classroom teacher became the prominent
instructional leader.
Early in the nineteenth century the larger cities in New England
and along the eastern seaboard began designating one of the teachers of
the emerging multiple-teacher schools as the "head teacher."

As the

population increased and as cities sprouted across the nation, the term
"principal teacher" and "teaching principal" came into use.

Eventually,

many city school systems adopted the terms "principal" or "building
principal."

During the past two decades principals often have been given

the title "supervising principal" because of the size of their schools or
to emphasize the supervisory aspects of their work (DESP-NAESP, 1968).
Although these several terms for the principalship have been
attached to definite dates, their time essentially indicates the
period when a given title came into common usage.

Actually, with the

continued growth of the population, the development of large urban centers
and school systems, and the development of new school attendance dis
tricts, the several terms used from year to year to designate the head of
individual schools have varied even within a community.
At present, there are no extensive reports available that deal
specifically with the status of the elementary principalship in the State
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of Louisiana.

Consequently, this study could provide valuable informa

tion relative to a number of facets concerning the position.

In addi

tion, the strengths and weaknesses of the elementary school principalship
in terms of a number of factors will be identified and discussed.

Per

haps the information presented and analyzed will serve to upgrade the
position of elementary school principalship in Louisiana.

The Problem
Statement of the problem. The purpose of this study was to deter
mine the present status of the position of elementary school principal
ship in Louisiana's public school system in terms of the following areas:
personal characteristics, professional preparation and experiences,
duties and functions, opinions relative to pertinent social and educa
tional issues, and civic and professional activities.

Questions to be answered.

Based on the problem stated, the fol

lowing questions were formulated to guide the investigation:
1.

What professional preparation and experiences are possessed

by elementary school principals?
2.

What are the responsibilities and duties performed by elemen

tary school principals?
3.

What are the opinions expressed by elementary school princi

pals concerning current social and educational issues?
4.

What civic and professional activities are performed by ele

mentary school principals?
5.

What are the personal and professional characteristics of

elementary school principals?

Delimitations of the Study
State-approved elementary schools consisting of kindergarten
through the sixth grade in organizational structure in Louisiana's public
school system were included in this study.

A random sample from 302

elementary school principals, representing 39 local school systems in
Louisiana, were included as participants.

No effort was made to classify

or select elementary school principals for this study by using any of
the following characteristics:

school population, rural or urban school

locations, and specific regional divisions of the State of Louisiana.

Definition of Terms
Elementary school.

In this study, an elementary school was inter

preted as a school having a kindergarten through the sixth grade in terms
of grade organizational structure.

Principal.

In this study, the principal was referred to as the

chief administrator of the school.

Principalship. The term principalship was interpreted as the
position of the school principal as it relates to all areas of the school
program.

NAESP.

This term refers to the National Association of Elemen

tary School Principals, a national organization composed of professional
administrators of elementary schools

NCPEA.

This term refers to the National Conference of Professors

of Educational Administration, which directs its efforts toward improve
ment of the teaching of administration and the curriculum for

preparation of administrators,

SACS.

This term refers to the Southern Association of Colleges

and Schools, a regional educational agency which accredits public and
private schools in eleven southern states.

State-approved school. This term defines a school that has met
all standards established by the State Board for Elementary and Secondary
Education.

UCEA.

This term commonly designates the University Council for

Educational Administration, which directed projects concerned with the
Development of Criteria of Success in School Administration and Career
Development.

CPEA.

This organization, the Cooperative Program in Educational

Administration, is occasionally referred to as the Kellogg Project.
This project was formulated by the American Association of School Admin
istrators, whose aim was to undertake a bootstrap or grass-roots level
operation in school administration.

Sources of Data
Data used in this study were obtained from the following sources:
1.

The Louisiana School Directory, Session 1974-75, Bulletin

No, 1404, issued by the State Department of Public Education, was used to
identify pvinoipaUhlps and organizational grade structure of schools
included in the study.
2.

A questionnaire was formulated and submitted to a random

sample of Louisiana elementary school principals for the 1974-75 school
session.
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session.
3.

Pertinent volumes, publications and brochures were used in

reviewing literature.

Importance of the Study
This study was important for the following reasons:
1.

At present, there were no extensive reports available that

deal specifically with the position of elementary school principalship.
2.

This information was of value to the Louisiana Principals

Association in determining the present status of the position and could
serve as a valuable aid in an effort to upgrade the position.
3.

This study provided data of interest to the Louisiana State

Board for Elementary and Secondary Education in evaluating certifica
tion requirements for elementary school administrators.
4.

The identification of problem areas aided colleges and

universities in designing curricula or for upgrading elementary school
principals.
5.

These data were of importance to local superintendents and

boards of education in the evaluation of the elementary school adminis
trative positions.
6.

This study was of significance in isolating the present

strengths and weaknesses of the position of elementary school principal
ship.
7.

Another value of this study was the identification of prob

lem areas concerned with the position of elementary principalships for
the purpose of stimulating further research.

Organization of the Study
Chapter I provided background information for the problem under
investigation.

Emphasis was placed upon the inception and purpose of

the principal in elementary school administration.
Chapter II presented a summary of related literature.

The review

consisted of literature dealing with the historical background and the
uniqueness and research related to the role and problems of the elemen
tary school principal.
Chapter III presented the procedures of the study.

Attention was

also given to the questionnaire used for obtaining data and statistical
computations utilized.
Chapter IV presented and analyzed data obtained from Louisiana
elementary school principals of 1975.
Chapter V presented a summary of the study, findings, concluding
statements, and recommendations.

Chapter II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The purpose of this chapter was to present a review of the his
torical background and administrative problems of elementary school prin
cipals.

The status of the elementary school principalship and related

research pertaining to the role of the elementary school principal was
also reviewed.

The Beginning of the Elementary
School Principalship
The elementary school principalship in America has undergone con
siderable change since its inception in the early part of the last cen
tury.

Faber (1970) relates as follows:

The first school to have a full time, supervising principal may
have been the Quincy School in Boston in 1847. Duties of principals
were originally largely clerical in nature, including such things as
keeping attendance records, reporting enrollment and attendance to
the central office, and accounting for school funds and supplies.
During this relatively brief period in educational history, notable im
provements were made in the status of principals.

Forces which have af

fected public education generally have also given direction and momentum
to the professionalization of the principalship and have developed to
determine the nature and status of this position as it has finally
emerged.
Toward the latter part of the nineteenth century, the principal
began to assume responsibility for supervision and the improvement of
instruction.

The last decades of the nineteenth century represented

extensive growth in the prestige of the principal.

There were few gains

during the opening years of the twentieth century, but there was a great
upsurge following the formation of the Department of Elementary School
Principals of the National Education Association in 1920.
While it was difficult to identify all the influences which have
left their imprint on the elementary school principal's work and stand
ing, several have been clearly discernible.

They were as follows:

(1) the rapid urbanization that occurred in America during the nineteenth
century, (2) the introduction of the graded system of schools, (3) the
unpreparedness of early teachers for appropriate tasks, (4) the gradual
elevation of the position of the elementary school teacher in the minds
of the profession and the public, (5) the predominance of women in the
elementary principalship, (6) the expansion of the common school curricu
lum, (7) state legislation, C8) leadership exercised by state and federal
departments of education, (9) graduate schools, and CIO) professional
activities of principals’ associations (Elsbree, 1951).

Teacher Training Programs and Certification
Throughout the history of the principalship, traditionally, a
teacher has been designated as the administrator of the school, at first
as a teaching principal and later as a full-time principal.

In the past,

more frequently than not, a successful secondary teacher became the
principal.

Today, this practice has become almost non-existent

(Knezevich, 1975).
Frequently, competency in teaching has been utilized as a
stepping-stone to the principalship.

However, an examination of the

backgrounds of elementary school principals does not indicate any single

path, exclusive of all others, that leads to success.
The most recent national study on the elementary principalship
was in 1968.

Research regarding prior positions held indicated the

following:
Of all principals, 61 percent were elementary school classroom
teachers, 15 percent secondary teachers, 10 percent were elementary
assistant principals, 3 percent were secondary assistant principals,
4 percent were central office specialists, 1 percent were college
professors, 1 percent were graduate students and 5 percent reported
various other types (DESP-NEA, 1968].
Certification standards have increased greatly in recent years
but still fall short of guaranteeing that all elementary principals have
been adequately prepared for their jobs.

However, current requirements

have provided assurance that newly certified principals meet certain
minimum educational standards.

These standards have become much higher

at present than in past years.
As recently as 1962, only 26 states granted elementary princi
pal's certificates, five states granted principal's certificates (level
not specified), and seven states issued only one general administrative
certificate.

In the remaining 12 states, a teaching certificate and cer

tain other requirements were listed for principals, but no administrative
certificates as such were provided.

Of the 38 states requiring some kind

of administrative certificate for the elementary school principal, 21
required the Master's degree and eight required the equivalent in semes
ter hours of graduate work.

All but two of the states specified certain

courses or that credit must be earned in specific areas such as curricu
lum, supervision of instruction, elementary school administration or
general administration (Faber, 1970).
By 1967, requirements were raised to such an extent that 49 of
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the 50 states required administrative certification.

Of these, 29 re

quired work beyond the Master's for initial certification as a principal,
and several required post-Master's work for permanent certification; 11
states required the Bachelor's degree
graduate work.

in addition to varying amounts of

One state required that, in addition to the Master's de

gree, the candidate for a principal’s certificate must fulfill an admin
istrative internship and take a Professional School Administration
Examination (Faber, 1970).
A trend has developed in certain states that removes state depart
ments of education from prescribing specific certification requirements.
Although current practice in only a minority of states, the trend has been
oriented toward permitting colleges and universities to file a program
with state departments of education.

If the program has been approved by

the department, the agency certifies all candidates who completed the ap
proved program and were recommended by the institution.

This procedure

allows each institution to develop the kind of program most appropriate
for its students in view of the particular strengths of the individual
colleges and universities, yet keeps broad and overall responsibility for
program approval in the hands of the state agency (Houts, 1975).
An applicant for a school principalship in Louisiana must satisfy
the following:
Possess a valid Type B Louisiana teaching certificate and a
Master's degree from a regionally accredited institution including
12 semester hours of professional education at the graduate level.
He must have had 3 years of successful teaching experience during
the 5-year period immediately preceding appointment to principalship.
For elementary school principalship, he must have had graduate super
vision (Louisiana State Department of Education Bulletin 746, 1971).
The Commission on Elementary Schools of the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools has stipulated the following guidelines:
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The administrative head of an elementary school shall have
earned a graduate degree from an institution accredited by the Asso
ciation or another regional accrediting agency and hold a valid
state certificate required for principals of elementary schools.
As a further requirement, the administrative head of an elemen
tary school shall earn at least six semester hours of graduate credit
or the equivalency as approved by the State Committee, during each
five year period of employment until he has earned an additional
thirty semester hours of graduate credit above the Master's degree or
until he has reached age sixty, whichever comes first (SACS, 1975).

Curriculum as an Influence in Defining Responsibilities
Among the influences which have helped to define the responsi
bilities of the elementary school principal has been the expansion of the
common school curriculum.

Many state legislatures have tended to pre

scribe subjects to be taught in the elementary schools with the curricu
lum items ranging from manners to the Constitution of the United States.
Overzealous pressure groups commonly originated curriculum change and
influenced legislators to prescribe courses to be taught in the public
schools.

Much of this prescription has been unwise and ineffective.

Some of the expansions in the program of studies, however, have come from
local surveys of needs.

Among the areas added were such practical sub

jects as manual and household arts.

This extension of the traditional

curriculum has compelled principals to inform themselves with respect to
visual aids and materials of instruction and to become conversant with
current methodology in fields not formerly included in the school curricu
lum.

The effect of this change has been to broaden the perspective and

knowledge of principals.
sibilities.

It also has added to their supervisory respon

Moreover, the pressure from many sources to add new subjects

and areas of instruction to the school curriculum has stimulated princi
pals to weight values and has encouraged them to develop a well-rounded
philosophy of education.

Hence, the pressure for curriculum change over
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the years, despite the unfortunate prescriptions of many state legis
latures, has had a definite influence on the work and effectiveness of
the elementary school principal (Elsbree, 1951).

Grade Structure
The various organizational types, which have been designed in
recognition of learning variability, have been classified as vertical and
horizontal.

Vertical organization was used mainly to classify children

in accommodating individual progress through the program of the school.
Examples of vertical organization included elementary school admission,
promotion, retention, acceleration, and graded and non-graded progress
plans.

Horizontal organization was used for assigning children to groups

and for designing instructional programs.

Horizontal forms of organiza

tion included self-contained and departmentalized instruction, homoge
neous and heterogeneous assignment of pupils, team teaching, and the dual
progress plan.
Organizational plans were needed which offered benefits for
learners at all levels.

As the elementary principal studies such designs

and related research, the purposes of the school must be held in focus,
and the talents and weaknesses possessed by his staff must be recognized
as well as the attitudes held by the community.

In conclusion, the

principal must recognize that the influences of a sympathetic teacher
sensitive to the needs of each student outweigh those of any organiza
tional plan in progress (Cooper, 1967).
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Duties and Functions of the Principal
Many authorities agree that special training for the elementary
principalship has become a necessity.

However, evidence of the effect of

various preparation programs on administrative performance has not been
clarified.

Some studies show limited positive outcomes, others fail to

demonstrate any relationship, while still others show some negative re
sults of professional preparation programs (Merrow, 1974).
The elementary principal's duties have increased not only in
number but also in scope.

This group has been expected to assume such

traditional duties as planning the overall organization, arranging
schedules, supervising staff, improving performance and developing the
budget.

In addition, principals have been asked to give personal leader

ship and inspiration, involve the staff in establishing goals and pro
cedures, organize in-service education programs and develop good staff
morale.

The changing nature and extension of responsibilities of the

elementary school administator make it increasingly important that these
responsibilities be carefully delineated and that value judgments be
made of their relative significance to the purpose of administration
(Stoops, 1957).
The elementary school principal must be a versatile individual to
fulfill all of the demanded duties and responsibilities.

A principal

must be skillful in the realm of personnel management and in operation
and maintenance of the school plant; he must be conversant with m o d e m
school business practices; he must be able to work with the public and
to provide leadership to his staff in curriculum improvement.

These com

bined functions have represented a tremendous challenge to the elementary
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school principal, consequently, a higher and more professional type of
leadership has been demanded (Elsbree, 1959).

Research Pertaining to the Role of
the Elementary School Principal
Any fair comparison of today's public

education system with the

public education system prior to the twentieth century must result in the
conclusion that immense progress has been made.

There is little doubt

that more progress has been made in the last half-century than was made
during all previous educational history.

Many factors have been respon

sible for the accelerated improvement which has occurred in the last five
or six decades.

However, none has been of greater importance than the

increase and refinement of educational research.

Before 1900 there was

little study of the education process and the administration of education
that could be regarded as research or scientific inquiry.

In the last

few decades countless research studies have been made, and no aspect of
education has been left untouched by efforts to solve problems in a
scientific manner.
Beginning in 1947 with the organization of the National Confer
ence of Professors of Educational Administration (NCPEA) t there has been
an increasing interest in research in administration of education, and
the preparation for, causes of success and failure in, and other aspects
of educational administration.

In annual conferences, the NCPEA has

directed efforts chiefly at improvement of the teaching of administration
and the curriculum for preparation of administrators (Grieder, 1961).
The Cooperative Program in Educational Administration (sometimes
referred to as the Kellogg Project) was initiated in 1940.

This project

was formulated by the American Association of School Administrators,
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whose aim was to undertake a "bootstrap operation" in school administra
tion.

While much of the activity of the CPEA could not legitimately be

described as research, some definite gains in professionalizing educa
tional administration did result.

Special emphasis was laid, in general,

on the recruitment of prospective administrators, improvement of curricu
lum and instruction in graduate programs of study, the internship as part
of the graduate program, the roles of the superintendent in his community,
and community analysis (Grieder, 1961).
Another product of the CPEA, the University Council for Educa
tional Administration, owes its origin to meetings held between 1950 and
1955 by sixteen universities in the Middle Atlantic region, with Columbia
University as the regional center.

Illustrative of the program of the

UCEA are the projects called Development of Criteria of Success in School
Administration, and Career Development Program.

The former sought to

gather data to help explain the behavior of elementary school principals
in a standardized simulated school situation.

One of the major purposes

was to develop an instrument for the selection of prospective principals
(Grieder, 1961).
Efforts to describe and define the role of the administrator,
regardless of position as department chairman, principal, superintendent,
college dean or college president, industrial executive or military offi
cer have proliferated the past fifteen years.

Insofar as the educational

administator has been described, "his role clearly encompasses many
things.

But among these things none stands out with greater clarity than

the function of purpose-definition, the function of seeing that the pur
poses of the enterprise are accurately and explicitly defined and effec
tively held up for view by the group" (Hack, 1971).
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It is clear that the role of the principal has changed over the
years and that it has continued to change.

Faber (1970) has identified

at least three reasons for changes in the role of the principal.

They

were listed as follows:
(1) the changing values of the American people which in turn
have been partially responsible for
(2) changes in administrative theory and practices within the
context of
(3) a changing elementary school.
Tridimensional concepts in analyzing the principalship have been
used to analyze the role of theadministrator in relation to the job,
the social setting for the job, and the person as related to both.

It

was appropriate to utilize the tridimensional approach in attempting to
understand the principalship as it exists today.

In analyzing the job

of the principal, it was possible to divide the position into two broad
categories:

the administrative-managerial emphasis and the educational

emphasis with all sorts of gradations in between.
The social system or community in which the principal works has
been a major influence upon his role behavior.

Many forces have an im

pact on the school and, in a sense, shape the school.

By the same token,

these forces shape the various positions within the school and have been
explained by resorting to role theory.

The school as an organization

has certain role structures and expectations and the incumbent principal
has been expected to exhibit the type of behavior that fits in with these
expectations.
The person in a particular position in an organization has occu
pied a certain specified role which has been shaped through interaction
with the various elements of the social system.

At the same time, as an

individual, he has shaped that role by having specific needs, drives,
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talents, and training.

However, one can review the series of curriculum

requirements for the positions of principal and superintendent in the
typical university and find little or no difference in the courses re
quired of each.

It has been little wonder than that the administrative-

management emphasis predominates (Roe, 1974).
In an article by Wagstaff (1974), it was stated that:
The principalship is the most loosely defined, important position
in the educational hierarchy. It’s difficult, if not impossible, to
speak definitively about it from school district to school district
within a state, let alone on a national scale. Most states have not
included it as a position of legal authority in their school codes.
Superintendents often determine the scope of authority for the posi
tion, but the approach is individualistic.

Summary of Related Literature
The review of literature concerned with the elementary princi
palship has presented a developmental approach to this positions’s pres
ent problems and status.

The elementary school principalship in America

has undergone considerable change since its inception in the early part
of the last century.

Throughout the history of the principalship, it

has been a teacher who has become the administrator of the school, at
first as a teaching principal and later as a full-time principal.
Certification standards have become more rigid in recent years
but still fall short of guaranteeing that all elementary school princi
pals are adequately prepared for their jobs.

Among the influences which

have helped to define the responsibilities of the elementary school
principal has been the expansion of the common school curriculum.

The

various grade organizational types which have been designed in recogni
tion of learning variability have been classified as vertical and hori
zontal.

Vertical organization was used to classify children in
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accommodating individual progress through the program of the school.
Horizontal organization was used for assigning children to groups and
for designing instructional programs.
Many authorities agree that special training for the elementary
school principalship has been a necessity.

However, evidence of the

effect of various preparation programs on administrative performance has
not been clear and leaves much room for debate.
Before 1900 there was little study of the education process and
the administration of education that could be regarded as research or
scientific inquiry.

In the last few decades countless research studies

have been made, and no aspect of education has been left untouched by
efforts to solve problems in a scientific manner.

Chapter III

PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY

The Population
The population selected for this study consisted of principals
serving in Louisiana's state-approved public elementary schools with a
kindergarten through sixth grade organizational structure.

A random

sample of 100 of the 302 public elementary schools with this grade
organization was selected as subjects for this study.

These subjects

were selected by the use of random sample tables edited by William H.
Byer in his text, Handbook of Tables for Probability and Statistics
(1966).
This study did not include as subjects any assistant principals
or classroom teachers who were acting as school principals for the
1974-75 session in the Louisiana public school systems.

Development of the Questionnaire
A new and selective questionnaire, guided by past national, state
and local educational studies of this nature, was prepared and used to
compile data for this study.

The questionnaire included 95 items orga

nized in terms of the following categories:

professional preparation

and experiences, duties and functions, opinions on current social and
educational issues, civic and professional activities, and personal and
professional characteristics.
The following studies were perused:
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(a) Campbell and Newell,
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A Study of Professors of Educational Administration (1973); (b) Depart
ment of Elementary School Principals, National Education Association,
Elementary School Principalship in 1968; (c) Louis, Bowles and Grove,
Inc., "Plan for Statewide Surveys on Education" (1974); (d) Shamlin,
"Interest Profile of the Elementary School Principalship in East Baton
Rouge Parish" (1975); (e) Wasson, "A Study of the Junior High School
Principalship in Louisiana" (1970).
The questionnaire was submitted to 100 of the 302 elementary
public school principals in Louisiana (see Appendix B).

A forwarding

letter explaining the nature of the study accompanied the questionnaire
(see Appendix A).

No follow-up letter was necessary since 87 percent of

the original mailing list of subjects selected returned the questionnaire.

Questionnaire Returns
As mentioned previously in this study, a random sample of 100
public elementary school principals, from a state-wide total of 302, was
selected as the specific population for this study.

Of the 100 elemen

tary school principals selected by random sample tables, 87 responded to
the questionnaire.

Treatment of Data
In analyzing the data from 87 returned questionnaires, the fol
lowing procedures were used:
1.

The responses to the items on the questionnaires were ex

tracted, compiled, and presented in tabular form.
2.

The responses to each item were summarized and the results

were presented in frequencies and in percentages.
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Summary
A tentative goal of 75 percent or more for the questionnaire re
turns was agreed upon before the questionnaire was submitted to the
random sample of 100 elementary school principals.
Because of the excellent returns, the data collected in this
study were valuable in isolating the strengths and weaknesses of the
Louisiana elementary school principalship.
The following procedures were used in obtaining and analyzing
data used in this study:
1.

Approval was requested and received from the Louisiana State

Department of Education to carry out this status study of the Louisiana
elementary school principalship.
2.

Data pertaining to the Louisiana elementary principalship

were summarized and presented as frequencies and percentages in tabular
form.
3.

A new questionnaire was prepared by the investigator of this

study with guidance from the studies mentioned earlier.

Chapter IV

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

In Chapter IV material concerned with data compiled from a ques
tionnaire submitted to a random sample of public elementary school princi
pals in Louisiana was presented.

The organization of Chapter IV was

prepared in terms of the scope of the questionnaire.
were included.

They were:

Four basic areas

(1) professional data, (2) role as principal,

(3) professional opinion, (4) personal data.
were mailed and a total of 87 was returned.

One hundred questionnaires
A limited number of the

returned questionnaires were incomplete, hence, the tabulations for
selected items analyzed may not necessarily agree.

PROFESSIONAL DATA

Professional Preparation
In Table 1 information was presented concerned with the profes
sional training of public elementary school principals in Louisiana.
Data were reported in terms of three specific categories:

(1) degree

earned, (2) area of undergraduate training, (3) area of specialization
at the graduate level.
Part A was concerned with degrees earned.

An analysis of data

revealed that 10 percent of the principals had earned a Master’s degree
while 79 percent had earned 30 graduate hours beyond the Master's
degree.

Four principals had earned the Education Specialist certificate

while 4 principals had earned the doctorate or had completed course work
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toward the doctorate.

It was significant to note that no principal in

cluded in the study had satisfied only the requirements for the Bache
lor's degree.

Table 1
Professional Preparation of Public Elementary
School Principals in Louisiana, 1974-75

Number

A.

B.

C.

Percent

Degree Earned
Master's degree
Master's plus 30
Education Specialist
Master's or specialized course work Ph.D.
Doctor of Education
Other

9
69
4
1
3
1

10
79
5
1
3
1

Total

87

100

Elementary education
Secondary education
Special education
Other

53
29
4
1

61
33
5
1

Total

87

100

Elementary school administration
Secondary school administration
Administration and supervision
Guidance
Subject area
Other

20
2
57
5
1
2

23
2
66
6
1
2

Total

87

100

Undergraduate Training

Graduate Training
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In Part B was reported the undergraduate training of the princi
pals included in the study.

Approximately 61 percent had earned the

Bachelor's degree in elementary education whereas 33 percent had com
pleted a secondary education program.

A majority of the remaining 6

percent had completed training in special education.

While the largest

group had completed an elementary education program, it was interesting
to note that principals have been appointed who had completed a Bache
lor's degree in an area of specialization other than elementary
education.
In Part C, the graduate level of specialization was indicated.
The largest group of principals, 66 percent, had earned the Master's
degree in administration and supervision.

However, it was noted that

approximately 25 percent had earned the Master's degree in either ele
mentary or secondary school administration.

The remaining number of

principals had backgrounds in guidance or specialized subject matter
fields at the Master's level.

Since the certification requirements for

elementary school principalship prescribe the completion of specific
courses in administration and supervision, it was assumed that princi
pals with graduate preparation in areas other than administration had
satisfied appropriate certification standards.

Professional Experience
In Table 2 data were presented that indicated the professional
experience of teachers.

The results of the data analyzed were reported

in terms of three categories.
In Part A the experience contributing to success as a principal
was indicated.

Sixty-one percent indicated that elementary school
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teaching experience was largely responsible for success as a principal.
Following this item was experience as an assistant principal at the
secondary grade level and experience as a secondary grade teacher.
principals were included in each of these items.

Ten

Experiences as an

assistant principal and as an athletic coach were reported by a limited
number of principals.
In Part B classroom experience prior to assuming an elementary
school principalship was revealed.

The most frequently reported inter

val was 8-10 years, reported by 29 percent of the principals.

Equal

numbers of principals reported 5-7 and 11-13 years of classroom ex
perience, with approximately 17 percent in each interval.

Thirty-three

percent of the principals had served 14 or more years as a classroom
teacher prior to appointment as a principal.
In Part C the type of teaching experience earned prior to be
coming an alementary school principal was indicated.

A total of 79

percent of the principals indicated prior experience as an elementary
teacher.

Twelve principals, representing 14 percent of the total, had

served as a secondary teacher.

Physical education teachers serving at

the elementary and secondary grade levels totaled 5 percent.

Two other

principals had other types of teaching experience prior to appointment
as a principal.
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Table 2
Professional Experience of Public Elementary
School Principals in Louisiana, 1974-75

Number

A.

B.

C.

Percent

Experience Contributing Most to Success
as a Principal
Elementary teacher
Assistant principal, elementary
Athletic coach
Secondary grade teacher
Assistant principal, secondary school
Not reported

52
7
5
10
10
3

61
8
6
11
11
3

Total

87

100

2-4 years
5-7 years
8-10 years
11-13 years
14-16 years
17-19 years
20-22 years
23 or more years
Not reported

2
15
24
15
9
7
7
6
2

2
17
29
17
10
8
8
7
2

Total

87

100

Elementary teaching
Secondary teaching
Physical Education
Other

69
12
4
2

79
14
5
2

Total

87

100

Years of Classroom Experience

Type of Teaching Experience
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Professional Status and Growth
In Table 3 the professional status in terms of state certification
ana time devoted to professional growth on a weekly basis were revealed.
In Part A concerned with state certification status, data were
reported as follows:

(1) 83 percent of the principals indicated certi

fication in general school administration at the Master's degree level,
and (2) the remaining 17 percent had completed a Master's degree program
leading to certification as an elementary school principal.
In Part the amount of time devoted on a weekly basis to profes
sional growth was shown.

Significant highlights were as follows:

fl) a total of 46 percent reported a period of 3-6 hours per week devoted
to professional growth, (2) 17 percent indicated 1-2 hours per week were
spent in professional growth activities, (3) 14 percent indicated 7-8
hours per week were devoted to professional growth, (4) 12 percent spent
11 or more hours in professional growth activities per week, and (S) 4
percent reported spending no time in terms of professional growth.

College Courses Considered Important
In Table 4 data were presented that revealed the college courses
considered most important in their preparation by the principals.
results of the data indicated the following:

The

(1) approximately 24 per

cent of the responses checked by the principals indicated supervision of
instruction as most important, (2) approximately 17 percent of the re
sponses checked indicated child growth and development, and (3) approxi
mately 15 percent of the responses indicated general school administra
tion.

Other college courses indicated as being reasonably important

included organization and management as well as public and community
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relations.

Courses taught in other academic areas such as psychology and

sociology received some considerations from the participants in the
study.

Table 3
Professional Status and Time Devoted to Professional
Growth by Public Elementary School
Principals in Louisiana, 1974-75

Number

A.

Percent

State Certification at the Master's degree level
Elementary principal
General administration

15
72

17
83

Total

87

100

None
1-2 hours
3-4 hours
5-6 hours
7-8 hours
9-10 hours
11 hours or more
Not reporting

3
14
20
20
13
4
11
2

4
17
23
23
14
5
12
2

Total

87

100

Time Devoted Weekly to Professional Growth
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Table 4
College Courses Considered Most Important in Preparation
by Public Elementary School Principals
in Louisiana, 1974-75

Supervision of instruction
Child growth and development
General school administration
Organization and management
Public and community relations
Curriculum development
Methods of teaching
Educational psychology
General psychology
Philosophy of teaching
Sociology
Tests and measurement
Other

Number

Percent

58
41
37
26
26
21
12
7
6
5
3
1
1

24
17
15
11
11
9
5
3
3
2
1
0,5
0.5

244

Total responses checked

100

Administrative Experience
In Table 5 data were presented that revealed the administrative
experience of the principals.
categories:

Data were presented in terms of three

experience as an assistant principal, experience as a

principal, and tenure status earned as a principal.

The results of the

data presented in Part A indicated that approximately 51 percent of the
principals had no prior experience as assistant principal whereas 32
percent had served 1-6 years.

A small group had served for a period of

7 or more years as an assistant principal prior to appointment as a
principal.
In Part B it was revealed that of the 79 principals responding
to this query, 25 percent had served 4-6 years while two groups of 17
each or 21 percent had served 1-3 years and 7-10 years as a principal.
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Only 10 of the 79 principals responding to the question had served in
excess of 15 years as a principal.
In Part C the tenure status of principals was indicated.

Of the

87 principals responding, 84 percent had served a satisfactory proba
tionary period and thus acquired tenure.

Table 5
Administrative Experience of Public Elementary School
Principals in Louisiana, 1974-75

Number

A.

Percent

Assistant Principal Prior to Appointment
0 years
1-3 years
4-6 years
7-10 years
11-14 years
15-18 years
19-22 years
23 years or more

44
16
12
S
1
1
2
3

51
18
14
9
1
1
2
3

Total

87

100

1-3 years
4-6 years
7-10 years
11-14 years
15-18 years
19-22 years
23 years or more
Not reporting

17
22
17
13
8
1
1
8

21
25
21
15
9
1
1
9

Total

87

100

Yes
No

73
14

84
16

Total

87

100

Principal

Tenure as Principal
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Professional Activities
In Table 6 data were presented concerned with the professional
activities of public elementary school principals in Louisiana in
1974-75.

Data were organized in terms of three areas.

These were:

(13 research projects in education, (2) level of participation in research
projects, and (3) attendance at national professional meetings.
In Part A, concerned with research projects in education, 85
responses were received.

Fifty-nine percent of the principals reporting

indicated research project engagement, as a professional activity.

The

remaining 39 percent were not involved in this professional activity.
In Part B was reported the level of government participation in
research projects.

Of the 51 principals reporting involvement in re

search projects in Part A, 57 percent of the responses were locally
oriented whereas 31 percent were state oriented.

The remaining 12 per

cent were nationally oriented.
In Part C, national professional meetings attended by the prin
cipals reporting in the study were indicated.

The most common meetings

attended were ASCD, reported on 27 occasions, and NAESP, reported on 25
occasions.

Attendance at meetings of the National Education Association

was reported in 7 instances.
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Table 6
Professional Activities of Public Elementary School
Principals in Louisiana, 1974-75

Number

A.

B.

C.

Percent

Research Projects in Education
Yes
No
Not reporting

51
34
2

59
39
2

Total

87

100

Local
State
National

29
16
6

57
31
12

Total Corresponding to "yes" responses in A)

51

100

25
27
7
18
31

23
24
7
17
29

108

100

Level of Participation in Research Projects

National Professional Meetings Attended
NAESP
ASCD
NEA
Other
None
Total meetings attended

Professional Affiliations
The professional affiliations of public elementary school prin
cipals in Louisiana were indicated in Table 7.

Data were classified in

terms of two categories.
In Part A, membership in national, state, and local principals'
associations was reported.

It was indicated that 41 percent of the total

memberships reported were in local associations groups whereas 34 percent
were with the state organization.
reported were national.

Only 23 percent of the affiliations

Three principals reported non-membership in
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local, state, or national organizations.
In Part B, principals involved in the study were active in terms
of offices held in professional organizations.

Local participation was

notable in that 66 principals (55 percent of the responses] were re
ported as office holders in either the local teachers' or principals'
associations.

Only 29 principals (25 percent of offices reported) held

state office and a very limited number, only 4, reported holding office
in the national organization.

Table 7
Professional Affiliations of Public Elementary School
Principals in Louisiana, 1974-75

Number

A.

Principals' Associations
NAESP
Louisiana Principals' Association
Parish Principals' Association
None
Total memberships

B.

Percent

38
58
70
3

23
34
41

169

100

18
3
30
36
4
23

15
3
25
30
7
3
20

122

100

2

Office Held in Professional Organizations
LTA
LEA
Local Teachers' Association
Local Principals' Association
Louisiana Principals’ Association
NAESP
None
Total offices held

8
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Educational Literature Subscriptions
In Table 8 data were presented that revealed the educational
literature subscribed to by the principals.

The results o£ the data

indicated that 50 principals (33 percent of total subscriptions) sub
scribed to the Educational Digest.

Other publications subscribed to by

the principals included the NAESP Journal (33 responses or 22 percent)>
and the Phi Delta Kappan (25 responses or 17 percent). The Saturday
Review was reported by a limited number of principals.

Table 8
Educational Literature Subscribed to by Public Elementary
School Principals in Louisiana, 1974-75

Number

Phi Delta Kappan
Saturday Review
NAESP Journal
Educational Digest
Research journals
Other
None
Total subscriptions reported

Percent

25
7
33
50
14
12
9

17
5
22
33
9
8
6

150

100

Primary Reasons for Choosing
Education as a Career
Reasons for choosing education as a career by public elementary
school principals in Louisiana in 1974-75 were reported in Table 9.

The

most common reason indicated by the principals was a personal need to
help others.

A total of 71 percent indicated this reason.

indicated good working conditions.

Nine percent

In addition, four percent of the
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total indicated an intent to enter education as a stepping stone to
another endeavor.

Table 9
Primary Reasons for Choosing Education as a Career by Public
Elementary School Principals in Louisiana, 1974-75

Number

Percent

Good working conditions
Personal need to help others
Stepping stone to another endeavor
Other

8
61
3
15

9
71
4
16

Total

87

100

Significance of Principalship
In Table 10 data were presented that reported the following
facets concerned with the significance of the position of principal as
reported by participants in the study.
follows:

Categories considered were as

reasons for becoming a principal, continued desire for the

position, and principalship as a final goal.
An analysis of data in terms of these three categories revealed:
Cl) The two primary reasons for individuals becoming principals
were a preference for administration -and supervision in addition to a
consideration of the importance of the position of school principals
Other reasons for becoming a principal included need for a larger income
and encouragement from the superintendent's office.
(2)

A continued desire to seek the position after serving as an

elementary principal was reported by a substantial majority of the
principals.
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(3)

Principals were evenly divided as to whether the position

currently occupied represented a final goal in education.

A small group

was undecided.

Table 10
Significance of Principalship as Viewed by Public Elementary
School Principals in Louisiana, 1974-75

Number

A.

B.

C.

Percent

Reasons for Becoming Principal
Preferred administration and supervision
Needed a larger income
Considered principalship important
Encouraged by the superintendent's office
Other

24
19
25
16
3

28
22
29
18
3

Total

87

100

Yes
No
Undecided

66
8
13

76
9
15

Total

87

100

Yes
No
Undecided

39
37
11

45
43
12

Total

87

100

Continued Desire for This Position

Principalship as Final Goal

Annual Salary and Months of Employment
In Table 11 data were presented that indicated the annual salary
and employment status of public elementary school principals in Louisiana
in 1974-75.
In Part A data were presented concerned with annual salary.

The
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most frequent interval was $14,000-15,99.

A total of 43 percent of the

principals indicated annual salary at that interval.
An additional 26 percent reported an annual salary of
$16,000-17,999.

Consequently, 69 percent of the principals reported an

annual income in excess of $14,000.

The remaining 22 percent reported

an annual salary of less than $14,000.
In Part B the period of employment was indicated.

An analysis

of data revealed that a majority of the principals enjoyed periods of
employment of 10 or 12 months.

A total of 34 percent indicated 10

months of employment whereas 37 percent indicated 12 months of employ
ment.

The remaining 24 principals were evenly divided at 9 and 11

months of employment.

Table 11
Annual Salary and Months of Employment of Public Elementary
School Principals in Louisiana, 1974-75
Number
A.

B.

Percent

Annual Salary
$10,000-11,999
$12,000-13,999
$14,000-15,999
$16,000-17,999

1

1

18
37
31

21
43
36

Total

87

100

9 months
10 months
11 months
12 months
Not reporting

12
30
12
32

1

14
34
14
37
1

Total

87

100

Months of Employment
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ROLE AS PRINCIPAL

A second major section of the questionnaire was concerned with
the role of public elementary school principals in Louisiana, 1974-75.
Data concerned with this topic were compiled and analyzed in Tables
12-15.

Instructional Role of Public
Elementary School Principals
The instructional role of public elementary school principals in
Louisiana in 1974-75 was presented in Table 12.

Data were presented in

terms of six major categories concerned with instruction.

These were

as follows:
A.

Supervision of classroom instruction

B.

Time spent daily in supervision of instruction

C.

Advises teachers before supervising visit

D.

Moderator of professional faculty meetings to improve
instruction

E.

Innovator of new ideas relative to the improvement of
instruction

F.

Teacher of classroom demonstration lessons.

In Part A was indicated the frequency with which principals
viewed their role as an instructional leader in terms of supervision.
It was interesting to note that 71 percent of the principals reported
supervisory visits of at least once or more daily.
ported visits of at least once per month.

Only 28 percent re

One principal included in

the study reported making no supervisory visits.
In Part B the time spent daily in supervision of instruction was
reported.

Since the Louisiana State Department of Education requires a
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minimum of 330 minutes of instruction daily at the elementary level,
principals were requested to indicate the percentage of time based on
330 minutes devoted to supervision of responsibilities.

An analysis of

data revealed that 32 percent and 27 percent reported spending 10-19 per
cent and 20-29 percent respectively of the daily schedule to supervision.
The remaining 21 percent indicated spending less than 10 percent of
their daily schedules to supervision.

Supervision in excess of 30 per

cent of the daily schedule was reported by 20 percent of the principals.
Part C was concerned with the decision of principals as to
whether teachers are advised prior to supervising visits.
indicated that teachers were advised.

Forty percent

However, a larger group, 59 per

cent, reported that teachers were not notified of pending supervisory
visits.
In Part D the extent to which principals served as moderators of
professional faculty meetings devoted to improvement of instruction was
revealed.

An extremely large number of principals, 68 in all represent

ing 80 percent of the total, reported serving in this capacity.

The

remaining 19 principals reported no responsibility in this area.
In Part E the extent to which principals participated as inno
vators of new ideas relative to the improvement of instruction was re
ported.

A total of 77 percent reported serving in this capacity.

10 percent indicated no responsibilities in this area.

Only

A representative

group of principals failed to respond to this item.
In Part F.the degree to which principals participated in class
room instruction as teachers of demonstration classes was shown.

An

analysis of data provided revealed that such participation did not occur
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frequently.

Eighty-six percent of the 87 principals indicated that such

participation never occurred or occurred on an infrequent basis.

Table 12
Instructional Role of Public Elementary School
Principals in Louisiana, 1974-75

A.

1.

3.
4.

71
28
1
100

Less than 10 percent
10-19 percent
20-29 percent
30 percent or more
Total

19
28
23
17
87

21
32
27
20
100

Yes
No
None reporting
Total

34
52
1
87

40
59
1
100

68

80
20
100

Moderator of professional faculty meetings to
improve instruction
1.
2.
3.

E.

62
24
1
87

Advises teachers before supervising visit

2.

D.

Frequently (once or more daily)
Infrequently (at least once monthly)
None
Total

Time spent daily in supervision of instruction
(expressed as percentage of 330-minute daily
minimum)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

C.

Percent

Supervision of classroom instruction
1.
2.
3.
4.

B.

Number

Yes
No
Total

19
87

Innovator of new ideas relative to the
improvement of instruction
1.
2.
3.
4.

Yes
No
Not reporting
Total

67
9
11

87

77
10
13
100
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Table 12 (continued)

F.

Number

Percent

12
56
19
87

14
65
21
100

Participant in classroom instruction in
terms of demonstration lessons
1.
2.
3.
4.

Frequently (once or more daily)
Infrequently (at least once monthly)
Never
Total

Administrative Role of Public
Elementary School Principals
In Table 13 the administrator role of public elementary school
principals of Louisiana in 1974-75 was reported.

Data were presented in

terms of the following categories:
A.

Selection of faculty members

B.

Manager of financial records

C.

Preparer of statistical data

D.

Sponsor of parent-teacher organizations

E.

Participant in duty assignments

F.

Performer of clerical duties.

In Part A the degree of participation in the selection of faculty
members was revealed.
ing

The largest segment of principals indicated serv

arole as an interviewer and recommender offacultymembers.

of the87 principals included in
capacity.

Forty

the studyindicatedserving in this

In addition, 33 principals or 38 percent of the total

reported had complete responsibility in either accepting or rejecting
applicants for teaching positions.
sponsibility in this area.

Fourteen principals reported no re
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In Part B the role of the principal as a manager of financial
records was shown.

Fifty-six percent of the principals reported respon

sibilities in this area whereas 44 percent reported no responsibilities.
In Part C the role of principals as preparers of statistical
data was revealed.

A large number of principals, 70 representing 81

percent, reported responsibilities in this area.

Only 17 principals

indicated no responsibilities concerned with preparation of statistical
data.
In Part D the extent to which principals were responsible for
organizing and sponsoring a parent-teacher organization was indicated.
Seventy percent of the principals indicated "yes" whereas 30 percent
indicated "no."
In Part E the degree of participation by principals in duty as
signments was reported.

It was interesting to note that 84 percent of

the principals indicated participation in duty assignments.

Only 16

principals reported no involvement in this type of role.
In Part F the scope of the participation by principals in cleri
cal duties concerned with the operation of elementary schools was indi
cated.

A total of 78 percent reported that full-time clerical assis

tance was provided.

Seventeen percent reported the availability of

part-time clerical assistance.

Only 4 principals indicated no clerical

assistance and hence complete responsibility for the performance of
clerical duties.

Therefore, 95 percent of the principals reported the

availability of either part-time or full-time clerical assistance.
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Table 13
Administrator Role of Public Elementary School
Principals in Louisiana, 1974-75

Number

A.

Selection of faculty members
1.
2.
3.
4.

B.

No function
Accept-reject candidates
Interview-recommend
Total

56
44
100

70
17
87

81
19
100

60
27
87

70
30
100

71
16
87

84
16
100

68
15
4
87

78
17
5
100

Participation in duty assignments
1. Yes
2. No
3. Total

F.

48
39
87

Sponsor of parent-teacher organization
1. Yes
2. No
3. Total

E.

16
38
46
100

Preparer of statistical data
1. Yes
2. No
3. Total

D.

14
33
40
87

Manager of financial records
1. Yes
2. No
3. Total

C.

Percent

Performer of clerical duties
1.
2.
3.
4.

Full-time clericalassistance provided
Part-time clericalassistance provided
No clerical assistanceprovided
Total
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Disciplinarian Role of Elementary Principals
The disciplinarian role of public elementary school principals
was reported in terms of data presented in Table 14.

Based upon data

analyzed it was apparent that a substantial number of principals was
devoting a considerable amount of time to disciplinary problems.

In

terms of daily involvement 71 principals representing 83 percent indi
cated spending 10 percent or more of the daily schedule to disciplinary
matters.

Of the 71 principals, over one-half were devoting 20 percent

or more of the daily schedule to this item.
Table 14
Disciplinarian Role of Public Elementary School
Principals in Louisiana, 1974-75

Number

Percent

16
33
19
19
87

17
39
22
22
100

Time spent with disciplinary problems (daily)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Less than 10 percent
10-19 percent
20-29 percent
More than 30 percent
Total

Composite Role of the Principal
A composite of the role of principals was presented in Table 15.
Of the roles considered as instructional leader, administrator, and dis
ciplinarian, it was interesting to note that principals essentially
viewed these roles in the following order:

Cl) administrator, (2) in

structional leader, and (3) disciplinarian.
In terms of these rankings 41 principals considered themselves
primarily as administrators, whereas 34 principals viewed their position
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primarily as that of instructional leader.

Only 12 principals considered

their primary role to be that of disciplinarian.
When principals were requested to indicate their title, an over
whelming number viewed their title as being administrator.
In Part C principals were requested to report the type of leader
represented as perceived by the participants in the study.

A majority

of the principals indicated a classification which included a balance
between authoritative and democratic.

This group was supported by a

rather large number of principals considered to be democratic in their
administrative philosophy.

Only six principals considered themselves to

be essentially authoritative.

Table 15
Composite Role of the Principal as Viewed by Public
Elementary School Principals in Louisiana, 1974-75

A.

B.

C.

Number

Percent

34
41
87

38
46
14
100

Major role title as perceived by principals
1. Administrator
2. Supervising principal
3. Total

83
4
87

95
5
100

Type of leader as perceived by principals
1. Authoritative exclusively
2. Democratic exclusively
3. Authoritative-democratic balance
4. Total

6
36
45
87

6
42
52
100

Most important function or role
1. Instructional leader
2. Administrator
3. Disciplinarian
4. Total

12
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PROFESSIONAL OPINIONS OF THE PRINCIPALS

In Table 16 data were presented that revealed the opinions of
the principals toward a number of pertinent social and educational
issues.

The results of the data analysis indicated the following:

1. Approximately 77 percent of the principals favored accounta
bility movements, 67 percent were against a merit pay plan, 73 percent
did not favor an interscholastic athletic program in the elementary
school, 48 percent did not favor any changes in the present tenure
laws, and 89 percent did not agree that principals’ salaries were com
parable to those of other professional administrators outside the edu
cation field.
2.

In the matter of teacher militancy movements, the results of

the data indicated that approximately 70 percent of the principals did
not agree with such movements; approximately 67 percent of the princi
pals did not agree with students' rights movements.

Corporal punishment

as a means of solving discipline problems was regarded by approximately
57 percent of the principals with disfavor.
3.

According to the results of the data, approximately 56 per

cent of the principals favored daily homework assignments.

In answer to

the question of whether the present curriculum is meeting the needs of
students, approximately 46 percent of the principals felt the present
curriculum to be meeting students' needs.

Approximately 63 percent felt

that training institutions were not preparing teachers adequately for
their role in today's classroom.
4.

In the classroom itself, approximately 34 percent of the

principals favored the self-contained method of instruction in their
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schools.

Ability grouping for better instruction was favored by 67 per

cent of the principals.

Approximately 94 percent of the principals be

lieved in the importance of parent-teacher conferences.
5.

In the matter of the highly controversal subject of busing

students to achieve integration, approximately 86 percent of the princi
pals did not favor this method.

6. The results of the data indicated that approximately 68 per
cent of the principals agreed that the K -6 grade organization is the
most effective.
7.

According to the results of the data, approximately 73 per

cent of the principals favored competency-based teacher education
programs.

. . .

8.

In regard to the curriculum, approximately 72 percent of the

principals favored parent and student assistance in upgrading the cur
riculum.

The teaching of sex education was favored by approximately

44 percent of the principals in the study.

Nearly 84 percent of the

principals were in favor of dress and grooming codes for students.
9.

According to the results of the data, year round school ses

sions were favored by 39 percent of the principals in the study.
60 percent were not in favor of teacher membership in a union.

Nearly
Almost

90 percent believed that more monies should be specifically dedicated to
education.
10.

Approximately 66 percent of the principals felt there should

be no changes made in the present sabbatical leave laws, with 43 percent
of the 30 principals in favor stressing the area of professional prepara
tion as being in need of change.

Approximately 70 percent of the princi

pals favored extra compensation for extra duties.
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11.

School-sponsored breakfast programs were regarded by ap

proximately 54 percent of the principals as desirable, and nearly 50
percent disagreed with the free lunch system guidelines.

Slightly

more than 70 percent of the principals agreed with federal aid to local
systems.
12.

With regard to longer term contracts for parish school

superintendents, approximately 77 percent of the principals were not in
favor with such contracts.

Nearly 90 percent of the principals did

favor in-service programs for principals.
13.

The results of the data revealed the opinions of the princi

pals toward regular class assignment of students with particular learning
problems to be approximately 57 percent in favor.
14.

On particular educational programs, 98 percent of the prin

cipals responding to the question favored organized and regularly
scheduled physical education programs, while approximately 47 percent
were in favor of pre-kindergarten education programs.
15.

Nearly 83 percent of the principals favored an increase in

the length of the school term with an additional ten days for in-service
programs at extra salary for principals.

The use of para-professionals

was favored by 84 percent of the principals, and approximately 82 percent
favored compulsory education.

Approximately 77 percent favored the con

cept of career education.
16.

In regard to raising the beginning school age for children,

approximately 51 percent of the principals were in agreement.

Slightly

over 72 percent felt that educators should hold membership in civic
organizations.

Nearly 85 percent of the principals responding felt that

the compromise method should be used to resolve conflict of interests
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among school personnel.
17.

Almost all

(nearly

99 percent) of the principals believed

that many of the discipline problems existing in schools stemmed from
the home.

Table 16
Opinions of Public Elementary School Principals in Louisiana
Relative to Pertinent Social and Eduational Issues,
1974-75
Response
Issue

1. Do you favor accountability movements?
2. Do you favor a merit pay plan?

Yes

No

Undecided

No.

%

No.

%

67

77
7

17
58

20

6
40

46

No.

%

67

3
23

3
26

42

48

5

6

3.

Do you favor changes in the school
tenure law?
a. change in probationary
b. recurring tenure dependent upon
intermittent preparation
c. no tenure should be provided
4. Do you favor interscholastic competi
tion in the elementary school?
5. Do you agree that elementary school
principals' salaries are comparable
to other professional administrators
outside of education?
6. Do you agree with teacher militancy
movements?
7. Do you agree with student rights
movements?
8. Do you favor corporal punishment as a
means of solving discipline problems?
9. Do you favor daily homework?
10. Do you agree that the present
curriculum is meeting the needs of
students?
11. Do you agree that training institutions
are preparing teachers adequately?
12. Which of the following methods of
instruction do you employ in your
schools?
Individualized
Team teaching
Continuous progress .
Self-contained

2
$6*
2

•i
>i

■

21

24

63

73

3

3

8

9

77

89

2

2

6

6

60

70

21 ' 24

17

20

58

67

12

49
48

57
56

27
15

31
17

11

12

24

27

40

46

31

36

16

18

25

29

55

63

32
7
19
40

27

6
16
34

13

7

8
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Table 16 (continued)
Response
Issue

13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.

20.
21.
22.
23.

24.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Departmentalized
Other
Do you favor the use of ability
grouping as a means of providing
better instruction?
Do you believe that parent-teacher
conferences are important?
Do you favor busing of students to
achieve integration?
Do you agree that the K -6 organization
is the most effective?
Do you favor competency-based
teacher education programs?
Do you favor parent and student
assistance in upgrading the
curriculum?
Do you favor dress and grooming codes
for students?
Do you favor teaching of sex
education in our schools?
Do you favor year round school
school sessions?
Do you favor teacher membership in
a union?
Do you believe there is a need for
more state monies specifically
dedicated to education?
Do you favor changes in the present
sabbatical leave laws?
If so, which areas:
Professional preparation
Professional travel
Rest and recuperation
Do you favor extra compensation for
extra duties?
Do you favor school-sponsored
breakfast programs?
Do you agree with the free lunch
system guidelines?
Do you agree with federal aid to
local school systems?
Do you favor longer term contracts for
parish school superintendents?
Do you favor in-service programs for
principals?

Undecided

No

Yes

No.

%

No.

%

67

22

25

7

8

82

94

3

4

2

2

6

6

75

86

7

8

59

68

15

18

13

14

64

73

5

6

18

21

63

72

10

11

14

17

73

84

7

8

7

8

38

44

23

26

26

30

34

39

28

32

25

29

4

5

52

60

31

35

79

90

3

4

5

5

30

35

57

66

13

43

No.

%

15
5

13
4

58

8 27
9

30

60

70

18

20

9

10

46

54

39

44

2

2

41

47

43

50

3

3

60

7Q

24

27

3

3

19

22

67

77

1

1

78

90

7

8

2

2

SI
Table 16 (continued)
Response
Issue

31.

32.

33.
34.

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

40.

41.

Do you believe in regular class
assignments of students with
particular problems?
Do you favor organized and regularly
scheduled physical education
programs?
Do you favor pre-kindergarten
education programs?
Do you favor an increase in the length
of the school term with an addi
tional ten days for in-service
programs with extra salary?
Do you favor the use of paraprofessionals?
Do you favor compulsory education?
Do you favor the concept of career
education?
Do you favor raising the beginning
school age for children?
Do you agree that educators should
hold membership in civic
organizations?
What method do you use more often to
resolve conflict of interests among
school personnel?
Compromise
Integration
Dominance
Do you believe that many of the
discipline problems that exist in
schools stem from the home?

Yes

Undecided

No

No.

%

No.

%

50

57

25

29

85

98

41

47

37

72

83

73
71

No.

%

13

14

2

2

43

9

10

13

15

2

2

84
82

4

5
9

10
8

11

8

67

77

10

12

10

11

44

51

35

40

8

9

62

72

14

16

11

12

74

8

85
9

5

6

86

99

1

1

9
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PERSONAL DATA

Changes Sought by Public Bodies
in School Operations
In Table 17 data were presented that revealed the changes sought
in the operation of the principals' schools by public bodies.

Twenty-

seven percent of the responses indicated that parent-teacher organiza
tions and extremist community groups were the largest influencing bodies.
Meanwhile, only 30 percent of the responses indicated changes sought by
public political bodies.

The largest number of-responses, 43 percent,

indicated that no public bodies or other organization sought changes in
the operation of the schools.

Table 17
Changes Sought by Public Bodies in Operation of Schools
of Public Elementary School Principals
in Louisiana, 1974-75

Number

Police Jury
City administrators
Sheriff
PTA
Extremist community groups
Religious groups
Social groups
Civic organizations
None
Total

1
2
1
15
19

Percent

1
2
1
12

10
10

15
9
9

9
50

43

117

100

8
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Civic Organization Membership
In Table 18 data were presented that revealed the memberships
held by the principals in civic organizations.

Of the principals respond

ing, 16 percent indicated membership in fraternities while 29 percent of
the principals did not specify membership.

However, 49 percent of the

total indicated membership in no civic or other social organization.

Table 18
Civic Membership of Public Elementary School
Principals in Louisiana, 1974-75

Civic Organizations

Number

Percent

1
0

1
0

3
14

3
16

Jaycees
Optimist Club
Kiwanis
Fraternities
Chamber of Commerce
Other
None

2

2

24
43

29
49

Total

87

100

Political Offices Held
In Table 19 data were presented that revealed the political
offices held by the principals.

The results of the data indicated that

approximately 96 percent of the principals did not hold political
office.

Of the two principals who did hold political office, one was

serving as a state senator and the other as mayor of an incorporated
community.
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Table 19
Political Offices Held by Public Elementary
School Principals in Louisiana, 1974-75

Political Offices Held

Number

Senator
Representative
City Councilman
Police Juror
Mayor
None
No response
Total

Percent

1
0
0
0
1

1
0
0
0
1

83

96

2

2

87

100

Personal Qualities
In Table 20 data were presented that revealed the principals'
feelings about their outstanding personal qualities.

The results of the

data indicated that 26 principals or 30 percent viewed a sense of pur
pose and direction as the most important quality.

A total of 54 (62

percent) of the principals responded in the following areas:
cation, (2) sincerity, and C3) energy-enthusiasm.

Cl) dedi

Only 7 principals or

8 percent indicated confidence and thoughtfulness as outstanding per
sonal qualities.
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Table 20
Personal Qualities Considered Outstanding by Public
Elementary School Principals in Louisiana, 1974-75
Number

Percent

22

Energy, enthusiasm
Confidence
Sense of purpose and direction
Sincerity
Dedication
Thoughtfulness

19
3
26
23
4

3
30
14
26
5

Total

87

100

12

Major Leisure Activity
In Table 21 data were presented that indicated the leisure activi
ties of public elementary school principals.

The major leisure time

activity reported by the principals was outdoor involvement.

Thirty

principals representing 35 percent of the total reported such favorite
outdoor activities as fishing, hunting, golf and team sports.

Other

major leisure activities included reading, special interest hobbies and
family group outings.

Cultural activity was not a major item.

Age, Sex, Race, and Marital Status
In Table 22 data were presented that revealed the age, sex, race,
and marital status of elementary school principals.
analysis of data indicated the following:

The results of the

(1) approximately 32 percent,

the single largest group of principals, was between the ages of 40 and
44; [2) males comprised SO percent of the responding group; (3) approxi
mately 82 percent of the principals were white, and (4) approximately 86
percent of the principals were married.
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Table 21
Major Leisure Activity of Public Elementary School
Principals in Louisiana, 1974-75

Number

Percent

Outdoor activities
Travel
Church activities
Reading
Hobbies
Cultural activities
Family group outings
Other

30

35

10

11
10
12
12

5

4
9
7

Total

87

100

9

11
11
3

8

Political and Religious Preferences
Data on political religious preferences were presented in
Table 23.

The results of the data indicated that approximately 87 per

cent of the principals belonged to the Democratic party and approximately
65 percent were Protestant.

Parents’ Occupations
In Table 24 were presented data relative to the occupations of
parents of the principals.

The results of the data analysis indicated

that approximately 36 percent of the principals' fathers were in agri
culture and the majority of the mothers (approximately 60 percent) had
occupations classified as "other."
business occupations.

Many parents were affiliated with
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Table 22
Age, Sex, Race, and Marital Status of Public Elementary
School Principals in Louisiana, 1974-75
Number

Percent

Age
30-34 years
35-39 years
40-44 years
45-49 years
50-54 years
55-59 years
60-64 years
Not reporting

3
13
28
7
16
7

Total

4
15
32

8
18

10

8
11

3

4

87

100

Male
Female
Not reporting

68
16
3

80
17
3

Total

87

100

White
Negro
American Indian
Oriental
Other

70
13

82
15

0
0

0
0

4

3

Total

87

100

Married
Single
Widow
Widower
Not reporting

74
9

1
1
2

86
10
1
1
2

Total

87

100

Sex

Race

Marital status
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Table 23
Political and Religious Preferences of Public Elementary
School Principals in Louisiana, 1974-75

Number

A.

B.

Percent

Political Preference
Democrat
Independent
Republican

72
7
4

87

Total

83

100

Protestant
Catholic
Jewish
Other

55
26
0
4

65
30
0
5

Total

85

100

8
5

Religious Preference

Table 24

Mot her

No.

%

No.

Teacher
Principal
Supervisor
Supe rint endent
Business
Industry
Agriculture
Other

1
1
0
0
24
16
26
4

1
1
0
0
33
22
37
6

8
0
0
0
10
3
8
44

Total

72

73 100

Occupation

■

Fat)her

o
o

Occupations of Parents of Public Elementary School
Principals in Louisiana, 1974-75

%
11
0
0
0
14
4
11
60
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Work Experience Outside Education Field
The work experience of the principals outside the field of edu
cation was examined and the data were presented in Table 25.

The results

of the data analysis indicated that approximately 29 percent of the re
ported experiences had been acquired in business-oriented professions.
An almost equal number of principals had interests with the military in
a reserve capacity while another sizeable group maintained an interest in
agriculture.

Table 25
Work Experiences Outside the Field of Education of Public
Elementary School Principals in Louisiana, 1974-75

Type of Experience

Number

Percent

41

Business
Arts
Government
Labor
Military
Agriculture
Civic organizations
Other
None

1

5

7

4
15
28
13
4
5

1

1

140

100

21
39
18

6

Total Work Experiences

29

2

Age at First Principalship
In Table 26 data were presented concerning the age of appointment
to the first principalship.

The results of the data analysis indicated

that approximately 35 percent of the principals were between the ages of
30 and 34 at the time of appointment.

Two rather sizeable groups were

reported at 35-39 years and 40-44 years.

The range of ages reported

varied from a minimum of 20-24 years to a maximum of 55-59 years.
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Table 26
Age at Appointment to First Principalship of Public Elementary
School Principals in Louisiana, 1974-75

Age Group

20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59

Number

Percent

1
6

years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years

Total

1

29
16
14

7
34
19
17

8
8
2

10
10
2

84

100

Academic Ranking
In Table 27 data were presented that revealed the undergraduate
and graduate academic ranking of the principals.

The results of the data

analysis indicated that approximately 49 percent of the principals were
ranked in the middle 50 percent in their undergraduate grade point
average and approximately 83 percent were ranked in the upper 25 percent
in terms of graduate level work.

Table 27
Academic Ranking of Public Elementary School
Principals in Louisiana, 1974-75

Ranking

Undergraduate
No.

%

Grad uate
No.

%

Upper 25 percent
Middle 50 percent
Lower 25 percent
Not reporting

34
43

40
49

64
13

74
15

2
8

2
9

0
10

0
11

Total

87

100

77

100
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SUMMARY

In Tables 1 through 27 data were presented concerned with the
position of the public elementary school principal in Louisiana in
1974-75.

The tables were prepared and analyzed in terms of the follow

ing areas:
A.

Professional data

B.

Role as principal

C.

Professional opinions of the princi;)/.:-

D.

Personal data.

Chapter V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It was the purpose of this study to determine the present status
of the position of elementary school principalship in Louisiana's public
school system through the following areas:

personal characteristics,

professional preparation and experiences, duties and functions, opinions
relative to pertinent social and educational issues, and civic and pro
fessional activities.
The subjects for this study were one hundred Louisiana elemen
tary school principals selected at random from only state-approved public
elementary schools consisting of kindergarten through the sixth grade in
organizational structure.

Each participant in this study was asked to

respond to a new and selective questionnaire prepared for the study.
The data collected through this questionnaire were extracted and
compiled.

The responses were presented in frequencies and in percentages

in tabular form.

Profile of the Public Elementary
School Principal in Louisiana
The data obtained from the questionnaire and presented in Tables
1-27 were compiled into a summation of data presented in Table 28.

Thus,

in tabular form, a profile was determined using the most frequent re
sponse to each item in Tables 1 through 27.
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Table 28
Profile of the Public Elementary School
Principal in Louisiana, 1974-75

Table and Item

Most Frequent Response

Professional Data
1.

2.

3.

6.

7.

Professional Preparation
a. Degree earned
b. Undergraduate degree .
c . Graduate degree

Master's degree + 30 hours
Elementary Education
Administration-Supervision

Professional Experience
a. Experience contributing to
success as a principal
b. Years of classroom experience
c. Type of teaching experience

Elementary teacher
8-10 years
Elementary teaching

Professional Status and Growth
a. State certification
b. Time devoted weekly to
professional growth

Supervision of instruction

Administrative experience
a. Prior to appointment
b. Experience as principal
c. Tenure as principal

None
4-6 years
Yes

Professional Activities
a. Participation in research
pro j ects
b. Level of research participation
c. National professional meetings
attended
Professional Affiliations
a. Principals' associations

8 . Educational Literature Subscriptions

10.

3-6 hours

College courses considered most
important in preparation

b. Organization office held

9.

General administration

Primary Reason for Choosing
Education as a Career
Significance of Principalship
a. Reasons for becoming principal

Yes
Locally oriented
ASCD
Parish (county) princi
pals' association
Local principals'
association
Educational Digest
Personal need to help
others
Preferred administration
and supervision as well
as considered principal
ship important
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Table 28 (continued)

Table and Item

c. Principalship as final goal

Would continue to seek the
position
Yes

Annual Salary and Months of
Employment
a. Annual salary range
b. Months of employment

$14,000-17,999
10 or 12 months

b. Continued desire for position

11.

B.

Most Frequent Response

Role as Principal
12.

13.

Instructional role
a. Supervision of classroom
instruction
b. Time spent daily in
supervision
c. Advises teachers of visit
d. Moderator of professional
faculty meetings
e. Innovator of new ideas relative
to improvement of instruction
f. Participant in classroom
instruction by demonstration
Administrator Role
a. Selection of faculty
b. Management of financial records
c. Preparation of statistics
d. Sponsorship of parent-teacher
organizations
e. Participation in duty
assignments
f. Performance of clerical duties

14.

Disciplinarian Role

15.

Summary of Role of Principal
a. Most important function
b. Major role title
c. Type of leadership

Frequently (once or more
daily)
10-29 percent of the daily
330-minute minimum
No
Yes
Yes
Infrequently (at least once
monthly)
Interview and recommend
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Full-time clerical assis
tance provided
Devoted 20 percent or
more of time to dis
ciplinary matters
Administrator and instruc
tional leader
Administrator
Authori tat ive-democratic
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Table 28 (continued)

Table and Item

C.

Most Frequent Response

Professional Opinions
16.

Opinions on Social and Educational
Issues
a. Accountability movements
b. Merit pay plan
c. Change in school tenure law
d. Interscholastic competition in
elementary school
e. Elementary school principals'
salaries are comparable to other
professional administrators
outside of education
f. Teacher militancy movements
g. Student rights movements
h. Corporal punishment for
discipline problems
i. Daily homework
j . Present curriculum is meeting
students' needs
k. Training institutions are pre
paring teachers adequately
1. Ability grouping for better
instruction
m. Parent-teacher conferences
n. Busing to achieve integration
o. K-6 most effective organization
p. Competency-based teacher
education programs
q. Parent-student assistance in
upgrading curriculum
r. Dress and grooming codes
s. Sex education
t. Year round school sessions
u. Unions for teachers
v More monies needed for support
of education
w. Change in present sabbatical
leave laws
x. Extra compensation for extra
duties
y. School-sponsored breakfast
programs
z. Free lunch system guidelines
aa. Federal aid to local systems
bb. Longer term contracts for parish
school superintendents

In favor
Not in favor
Not in favor of change
Not in favor

Disagree
Not in favor
Not in favor
In favor
In favor
Agree
Disagree
In favor
Believe important
Not in favor
Agree
In favor
In favor
In favor
In favor
In favor
Not in favor
Agree
In favor, for profes
sional preparation
In favor
In favor
Disagree with guidelines
In favor
Not in favor
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Table 28 (continued)

Table and Item

Most Frequent Response

cc. In-service programs for
principals
In favor
dd. Regular class assignments of
students with particular
In favor
problems
ee. Regular physical education
In favor
programs
In favor
££. Pre-kindergarten education
term
In favor
Increase
in
length
of
school
ggfavor
Use
of
para-professionals
In
hh.
In favor
ii. Compulsory education
In favor
jj- Concept of career education
In favor
kk. Raising beginning school age
11 . Civic organization membership
In favor
for educators
mm, Method most often used to
resolve conflict of interests
among school personnel
Compromise
nn. Home origin of discipline
problems in school
Agree
D.

Personal Data
17.

Changes Sought by Public Bodies in
Operation of Schools

None

18.

Civic Organization Membership

None

19. Political Offices Held

None

20.

Sense of purpose and
direction

Outstanding Personal Quality

21. Major Leisure Activity

Outdoor activities

22. Age, Sex, Race, Marital Status
a. Age
b. Sex
c. Race
d. Marital status

40-44 years
Male
White
Married

23. Political and Religious Preferences
a. Political preference
b. Religious preference

Democrat
Protestant

24.

Occupations of Parents
a. Father's occupation
b. Mother's occupation

Agriculture and business
Unspecified "other"
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Table 28 (continued)

Table and Item

25.
26.
27.

Most Frequent Response

Work Experience Outside Field of
Education

Business and military

Age at Appointment to First
Principalship

30-34 years

Academic Ranking in College
a. Undergraduate
b . Graduate

Middle 50 percent
Upper 25 percent

SUMMARY

A summary of the findings of this study was as follows:
1.

Eighty-nine percent of the principals have earned a Master's

degree or a Master’s degree plus 30 post-graduate hours.
2.

Sixty-one percent of the principals have completed under

graduate training in elementary education.

The second largest segment

had completed a program in secondary education.
3.

Sixty-six percent of the principals have completed graduate

training in administration and supervision.
4.

Sixty-one percent of the principals have indicated that ele

mentary teaching experience contributed most to success as a principal.
5.

Twenty-nine percent of the principals have completed 8-10

years of classroom experience prior to becoming a principal.

6 . Seventy-nine percent of the principals have completed prior
elementary teaching experience.
7.

Eighty-three percent of the principals have earned certifi

cation in general school administration.
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8. Forty-six percent of the principals have devoted 3-6 hours
weekly to professional growth.
9.

Twenty-four percent of the responses by principals have indi

cated that supervision of instruction was the most important college
course in preparation for the position of elementary school principal
followed by child growth and development with 17 percent, and general
school administration with 15 percent.
10.

Fifty-one percent of the principals have not served as an

assistant principal prior to appointment as principal.
11.

Twenty-five percent of the principals have served 4-6 years

as a principal.
12.

Eighty-four percent of the principals have earned tenure as

a principal.
13.

Fifty-nine percent of the principals have participated in

research projects in education.
14.

Fifty-seven percent of the participation by principals in

research projects in education has been at the local level.
15.

Twenty-nine of the principals' responses indicated no atten

dance at national professional meetings (NAESP, ASCD, NEA).
16.

Forty-one percent of the principals' memberships in princi

pals' associations have been at the parish level.
17.

Thirty percent of the professional offices held by principals

have been in the local principals' association.
18.

Thirty-three percent of the professional literature subscrip

tions have been to the Educational Digest.
19.

Seventy-one percent of the principals have indicated that

education was selected as a life occupation to satisfy a personal need

to help others.
20.

Forty-three percent of the principals have earned

$14,000-15*999 as a yearly salary.
21.

Thirty-seven percent of the principals have been employed

on a 12-month basis.
22.

Forty-six percent of the principals have revealed oppor

tunity to interview and recommend faculty members for employment.
23.

Seventy-one percent of the principals have revealed

frequent supervision of classroom instruction.
24.

Fifty-nine percent of the principals have not advised

teachers prior to a supervisory visit.
25.

Eighty percent of the principals have served as moderators

of in-service meetings.
26.

Seventy-seven percent of the principals have considered

themselves innovators of new ideas.
27.

Ninety-one percent of the principals have considered their

role-title as a school principal.
28.

Sixty-five percent of the principals have participated in

frequently or once or more monthly in classroom instruction.
29.

Twenty percent of the principals have devoted 30 percent

of the school day to supervision of instruction.
30.

Thirty-nine percent of the principals have given 10-19 per

cent of the school day to solving disciplinary problems.
31.

Seventy-eight percent of the principals have been assigned

full-time clerical assistance.
32.

Fifty-six percent of the principals have managed the school

bookkeeping system.
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33.

Eighty-one percent of the principals have prepared local,

state, and federal forms.
34.

Seventy percent of the principals have a school-sponsored

parent-teacher organization.
35.

Eighty-four percent of the principals have participated in

duty assignments.
36.

Fifty-two percent of the principals have considered leader

ship status a combination of types (authoritative, democratic, and
laissez-faire).
37.

Twenty-nine percent of the principals have considered fill

ing the position of principalship the most important reason for becoming
a principal.
38.

Seventy-six percent of the principals have indicated a de

sire to seek the principalship once again.
39.

Forty-five percent of the principals have indicated that the

position of principalship was a final goal.
40.

Seventy-seven percent of the principals have favored

accountability movements.
41.

Sixty-seven percent of the principals have expressed oppo

sition to a merit pay plan for classroom teachers.
42.

Seventy-three percent of the principals have expressed oppo

sition to an interscholastic athletic program in the elementary schools.
43.

Forty-eight percent of the principals have expressed oppo

sition to changes in the present tenure law.
44.

Eighty-nine percent of the principals have disagreed with

the concept that principals' salaries were comparable to those of other
administrators in education.
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45.

Seventy percent of the principals have disapproved of the

teacher militancy movements.
46.

Sixty-seven percent of the principals have disapproved of

the students' rights movement.
47.

Fifty-seven percent of the principals have favored the use

of corporal punishment.
48.

Fifty-six percent of the principals have favored daily

homework.
49.

Forty-six percent of the principals have agreed that the

present curriculum was meeting the needs of students.
50.

Sixty-three percent of the principals have disagreed with

the concept that training institutions were preparing teachers adequately.
51.

Thirty-four percent of the principals have employed the

traditional self-contained classroom settings.
52.

Sixty-seven percent of the principals have favored ability

grouping for better instruction.
53.

Ninety-four percent of the principals have believed in the

importance of parent-teacher conferences.
54.

Eighty-six percent of the principals have opposed the busing

of students to achieve integration.
55.

Sixty-eight percent of the principals have agreed that the

kindergarten through sixth grade organization was the most effective for
elementary schools.
56.

Seventy-three percent of the principals have favored

competency-based teacher education programs.
57.

Seventy-two percent of the principals have favored parent

and student assistance in upgrading the curriculum.
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58.

Eighty-four percent of the principals have favored dress

and grooming codes for students.
59.

Forty-four percent of the principals have favored the teach'

ing of sex education in elementary schools.
60.

Thirty-nine percent of the principals have favored year

round school sessions.
61.

Sixty percent of the principals have disagreed with the

movement for teacher membership in an organized union.
62.

Ninety percent of the principals have believed that more

monies specifically dedicated to education were needed.
63.

Sixty-six percent of the principals have opposed changes in

the sabbatical leave law.
64.

Seventy percent of the principals have favored extra com

pensation for extra duties for classroom teachers.
65.

Fifty-four percent of the principals have favored school-

sponsored breakfast programs.

66. Fifty percent of the principals have expressed opposition
with the current free lunch guidelines.
67.

Seventy percent of the principals have supported federal

aid to local school systems.

68. Seventy-seven percent of the principals have opposed longer
term contracts for parish school superintendents.
69.

Ninety percent of the principals have favored in-service

programs for principals.
70.

Fifty-seven percent of the principals have expressed a

belief in regular class assignment of students with particular learning
problems.
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71.

Ninety-eight percent of the principals have favored orga

nized and regularly scheduled physical educations programs in elementary
schools.
72.

Forty-seven percent of the principals have favored pre

kindergarten education programs.
73.

Eighty-three percent of the principals have favored an in

crease in the length of the school term with an additional ten days for
in-service programs with additional salary.
74.

Eighty-four percent of the principals have favored the use

of para-professionals.
75.

Eighty-two percent of the principals have favored compul

sory education.
76.

Seventy-seven percent of the principals have favored the

concept of career education.
77.

Fifty-one percent of the principals have favored raising

the beginning school age for children.
78.

Seventy-two percent of the principals have agreed that

educators should hold membership in civic organizations.
79.

Eighty-five percent of the principals have used the compro

mise method for resolving conflict of interests among school personnel.
80.
belief

Ninety-nine percent of the principals have expressed a

thatmany of the school discipline problems were the result of

the home environment.
81.

Forty-three percent of the principals have indicated that

no group, public or private, sought changes in the operation of schools.
82.

Forty-nine percent of the principals have held no membership

in any civic organizations.
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83.

Ninety-six percent of the principals have held no political

84.

Thirty percent of the principals have indicated that their

office.

best outstanding personal quality was a sense of purpose and direction.
85.

Thirty-five percent of the principals have indicated that

their favorite leisure time activity was outdoor sports.

86. Thirty-two percent of the principals have revealed their
age as being 40-44 years of age.
87.

Eighty percent of the principals have indicated their sex

as male.

88. Eighty-two percent of the principals have revealed their
race as Caucasian.
89.

Eighty-six percent of the principals have indicated married

as their marital status.
90.

Eighty-seven percent of the principals have reported a

political party affiliation of Democrat.
91.

Sixty-five percent of the principals have revealed a reli

gious preference of Protestant.
92.

Thirty-seven percent of the principals have indicated that

the principal occupation of the father was agriculture whereas 60 percent
indicated that the primary occupation of the mother was in categories
other than the list specified.
93.

Twenty-nine percent of the principals have indicated that

their work experience outside the field of education was in business.
94.

Thirty-four percent of the principals have indicated an age

between 30 and 34 at the time of their first appointment as principal.
95.

Forty-nine percent of the principals have ranked
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academically in the middle 50 percent of their undergraduate work whereas
74 percent have ranked academically in the upper 25 percent of their
graduate work.

CONCLUSIONS

Within the delimitations of this study the following conclusions
were drawn.
1.

The majority of the elementary school principals of grades

kindergarten through the sixth grade in Louisiana have satified certifi
cation requirements at the undergraduate and graduate levels of profes
sional preparation.
2.

The graduate course which was deemed most valuable was super

vision of instruction.

Child growth and development and general school

administration were next in order of importance.
3.

The factor which has contributed most to the success of the

principals as elementary administrators was classroom teaching experience
at the elementary grade level.
4.

A small percentage of time was devoted to professional growth

through such media as reading professional literature, attending profes
sional meetings at the local, state, and national levels.
5.

Most of the principals have not served as assistant princi

pals prior to being appointed to their principalships.

6. Most of the principals have earned tenure in their present
positions as elementary school principals.
7.

Duties and functions, which have been defined by elementary

school principals in grades kindergarten through the sixth in Louisiana,
were:
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a. Supervision of classroom instruction.
b. Interviewing and recommending prospective teachers for
employment.
c. Serving as moderators of in-service training meetings.
d. Solving disciplinary problems.
6. Preparing local, state and federal forms.
f. Innovators of new ideas.
g. Participating infrequently in classroom instruction.
h. Managing school bookkeeping systems.
i. Aiding with duty assignments before, during and after
school.

8.

Opinions which have been expressed by elementary school

principals concerning current social and educational issues, were:
a. Opposed
1) Merit play plans.
2) Interscholastic athletics in elementary grades.
3) Changes in the present teacher tenure law.
4) Teacher militancy movement.
5) Students' rights movement.

6) Corporal punishment.
7) Busing to achieve integration.
85 Labor unions in education.
9) Changes in the present sabbatical leave law of the
state.
10) Free lunch program.

11) An increase in term contracts of parish school supertendents.
12) Present salary schedules for school principals as com
pared to other administrative positions in the educa
tional structure.

13) Present teacher training institutions preparatory
curriculum for future teachers.
Favored
Accountability movements in education.
Frequent use of daily homework as a teaching tool for
a classroom teacher.
The idea that the present school curriculum meets
student needs.
The traditional self-contained classroom setting in
the elementary school.
Ability grouping for improving instruction and
learning.
Parent-teacher conferences as being important.
The kindergarten through sixth grade organization for
elementary schools.
Competency-based teacher education programs.
Parent and student assistance in upgrading the
curriculum.
Dress and grooming codes for students.
The teaching of sex education in the public elementary
school.
Year round school session.
An increase in the funds dedicated to education.
Extra compensation for extra duties performed by
classroom teachers.
School-sponsored breakfast program.
Federal aid to local school systems.
In-service training program for principals.
Placing students with particular learning difficulties
in a regular classroom setting.
Organized and regularly scheduled elementary physical
education programs.
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20) Pre-kindergarten education program,
21) An increase in the length of the present term with
additional days allowed for teacher in-service with
extra compensation.
22) The use of para-professionals in the school.
23) Compulsory school attendance.
24) The career education concept.
25) Raising the beginning school age of children.
26) Educators' membership in civic organizations.
27) Using the compromise method to resolve conflicts of
interest among school personnel rather than the use of
dominance or integration techniques.
28) The idea that many of the discipline problems that
exist in school originate in the home.
9.

Civic and professional activities of the elementary princi

pal in grades kindergarten through the sixth have been as follows:
a. A large percentage of the principals surveyed did not
hold membership in any civic organization.
b. Elementary school principals, as a rule, did not hold
political office.
c. A greater percentage of the principals belonged to local
professional organizations while only a small percentage
held membership in state and national educational organi
zations.
10.

Personal and professional characteristics of elementary

school principals in grades kindergarten through the sixth have been as
follows:
a. A sense of purpose and direction was the outstanding per
sonal quality of a significant percentage of the principals
surveyed.
b. The favorite leisure time activity was in the form of
outdoor sports.
c. A significant percentage of the elementary principals
surveyed were from 40 to 44 years of age.
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d. A large percentage were married, male, and members of the
Caucasian race.
e. Greatest political affiliation was with the Democratic
Party.
f. The religious affiliation most prominent was Protestant.
g. The greater number of principals in the state of Louisiana
came from agrarian backgrounds and economy, and a small
number of the respondents' mothers were educators.
h. At the time of their appointment as principal the majority
were between the ages of 30 and 34 years.
i. The elementary school principal achieved average grades
during undergraduate school, however, as graduate students,
the group excelled academically.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In light of this study the following recommendations have been
made:
1.

Similar research should be conducted at all levels to include

junior high school principals and senior high school principals, the
status of the elementary school principals in Louisiana should be com
pared with a national status study of elementary school principals, and
the study should be replicated every five years to determine differences
which result over a sustained period of time.
2.

The findings of this study should be widely publicized at

the local, state, and national levels in professional journals and edu
cational literature.
3.

Salaries for the administrative position of elementary prin

cipal should be increased to make them commensurate with those in busi
ness and industry.
4.

Certification requirements for the administrative position of

public elementary school principal should be upgraded and standardized,
and should include formulation of a job description for the elementary
public school principal.
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APPENDIXES

APPENDIX A

FORWARDING LETTER TO PRINCIPALS USED IN THIS STUDY

Limited research has been done to establish the status of the
elementary school principalship in Louisiana. Consequently, many of us
who are elementary principals have felt a real need for a study that
would focus on the characteristics of its position and the many problems
that exist in this particular area.
In my doctoral program at Louisiana State University, I am
attempting to conduct such a study. This research has the endorsement
of the Louisiana State Department of Education. Such research could be
valuable in establishing and improving the status of the elementary
school principalship and its distinctive characteristics.
Please complete the enclosed questionnaire and return it to me
in the self-addressed envelope. While we realize it is lengthy, you
should require only a few minutes to complete the questionnaire. We
urge you to cooperate with us in this study. No one will be identified
by name, school, or local school system.
Thank you for your assistance.
Cordially,
[SIGNED]
James H. Smith, Principal
North Lewis Street Elementary
School (K-6)
Iberia Parish School System

APPROVED:
[SIGNED]
Howard P. McCollum
Associate Superintendent, School Programs
Louisiana State Department of Education
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
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APPENDIX B

QUESTIONNAIRE USED IN THIS STUDY

STATUS STUDY OF THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALSHIP

DIRECTIONS:

1. Mark each answer by placing an "X" for the desired
response.
2. Mark only one answer for each question unless specified
otherwise.
3. Please answer all questions.
4. The final page provides space wherein you may make any
comments.

PROFESSIONAL DATA
1.

What is the highest degree you have earned?
No college degree
_Bachelor's degree
_Master's degree in Education
_Master's degree in field other than Education
Master's degree plus additional graduate work
_Educational Specialist degree
"Master's or Specialist degree plus all course work for
Doctoral degree
Doctor of Education
^Doctor of Philosophy
Other

2.

What is your major area of undergraduate study?
Elementary
Secondary
Special Education
Other
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What is your major area of graduate study?
Elementary school administration
Secondary school administration
Administration and supervision
Guidance
Subject area
Other

What type of experience or preparation has contributed most to
your success as a principal?
Elementary classroom teacher
Assistant principal at the elementary level
Athletic coach
Secondary classroom teacher
Assistant principal at the secondary level
What is your status with regard to state certification?
Special elementary principal certificate
General administrative certificate
Teacher’s certificate
Other
How many hours per week do you devote to professional growth?
None

1-2
3-4
5-6

7-8
9-10
11 or more

Which college courses are most important in the preparation of
beginning elementary principals?
CSelect the 3 most important
by rank order)
Child growth and development
Supervision of instruction
Organization and management
Curriculum development
Public and community relations
General school administration
Tests and measurements
^General psychology
Educational psychology
Methods of teaching
Philosophies of teaching
Sociology
Methods of research
School plant design
Other
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8. How many years of prior classroom experience have you had?
_None
_1 year
_2-4 years
5-7 years_____________
JB-10 years
9.

____ 11-13 years
____14-16 years
____ 17-19 years
____ 20-22 years
____23 years or more

What kind of teaching experience have you had?
Elementary classroom teacher
Secondary classroom teacher
Athletic coach and physical education instructor
Other

10.

How many years of experience as assistant principal have you had?
_None
_l-3 years
_4-6 years
_7-10 years

11.

11-14 years
15-18 years
19-22 years
~23 years or more

How many years of experience as a principal have you had?
J.-3 years
____ 15-18 years
~4-6 years
____ 19-22 years
7-10 years____________ ____23 years or more
~11-14 years

12.

Have you participated in any research projects in education?
yes
no

13.

(abdicate appropriate level)

Local
____State
National
International

What national professional meetings have you attended?
those applicable)

(Check

National Elementary School Principals
Association of Supervision and Curriculum Development
National Education Association
0ther_______________________________________________
None
14.

In what principals' association do you hold active membership?
(Check those applicable)
National Association of Elementary School Principals
Louisiana Principals Association
Parish Principals Association
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15.

In what professional organizations have you served as an officer?
LTA
LEA
Local Teachers' Association
Local Principals' Association
State Principals' Association
National Elementary Principals Association
NEA
None

16.

What professional publications do you subscribe to?
(Check those applicable)
Phi Delta Kappan
Saturday Review
NASEP Journal
Educational Digest
Research Journals
Other_______________________________________
None

17.

Why did you choose the field of education as your life occupation?
Good working conditions
Personal need to help others
Stepping stone to another endeavor
Other

18.

Have you achieved tenure as a principal?
yes

19.

What is your current yearly salary as a principal?
Less than $8,000
$8,000 to $9,999
$10,000 to $11,999
$12,000 to $13,999

20.

no

$14,000 to $15,999
$16,000to $17,999
$18,000 and above

What is the length of your yearly employment?
9 months
10 months

11months

12 months
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B.

ROLE AS PRINCIPAL
21.

What is your function in selecting faculty members?
None
Accept-reject among candidates
Examine and recommend
Employ without central office consent

22.

Do you supervise classroom instruction?
Frequently (once or more daily]
No
Infrequently (once or more monthly]

23.

What is your most important function?
Instructional leader
Administrator
Disciplinarian
"Other

24.

Do you serve as moderator of in-service meetings in your school?
yes

25.

no

What is your official title?
Head Teacher
_Teaching Principal
Building Principal

26.

What portion of your time is spent in supervision of classroom
instruction on a daily basis? (Minimum daily instruction 330
minutes)
5%
10%
15%

27.

20%
25%
30% or more

Do you manage the bookkeeping system in your school?
yes

28.

Supervising Principal
School Principal

no

Do you have clerical assistance?
yes (part-time)

yes (full-time)

no
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29.

Do you participate in any classroom instruction?
Frequently (once or more daily)
No
Infrequently (once or more monthly)

30.

What portion of your time is spent on solving disciplinary
problems?
5%

10%
15%
31.

Does your school sponsor a parent-teacher organization?
yes

32.

____no

Do you prepare the forms required by the local, state and
federal authorities?
yes

33.

20%
____ 25%
____ 30% or more

no

Do you participate in your duty assignments?
yes

34.

no

Do you advise teachers before you make a classroom visitation?
yes__________ ____no

35.

What was your primary reason for becoming a principal?
Preferred administration and supervision
Needed a larger income
Considered principalshipespecially important
Encouraged by the superintendent's office

36.

What type of leader do you consider yourself to be?
Authoritative
Democratic
Laissez-faire
A combination of all dependent on situation

37.

If you were to begin all over again would you become an
elementary school principal?

yes

no

undecided
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38.

Do you consider the elementary school principalship your final
occupation goal?
yes

39.

undecided

Do you consider yourself an innovator of new ideas?
yes

C.

no

no

undecided

PROFESSIONAL OPINION
40.

Do you favor accountability movements?
yes

41.

Do you favor a merit pay plan?
yes

42.

no

no

undecided

Are you in favor of change in our school tenure Laws?
which areas?
yes
no

43.

no

undecided

Do you agree with students' rights movements?
yes

47.

no

Do you agree with teacher militancy movements?
yes

46.

no

Do you agree that principals' salaries are comparable to other
professional administrators not in the education field?
yes

45.

Probationary period
Reoccurring tenure dependent on
additional intermittent preparation

Do you favor interscholastic athletic competion as part of the
elementary school program?
yes

44.

If yes,

no

undecided

Do you favor corporal punishment as a means of solving discipline
problems?

yes

no

undecided
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48.

Do you favor daily homework?
Frequently

49.

no

undecided

Which of the following methods of instruction do you employ in
your school?
Individualized
"Team teaching
Continuous progress

51.

Infrequently

Do you agree that the present curriculum is meeting the needs of
students?
yes

50.

No

Self-contained
____Departmentalized
Other___________

Do you agree that training institutions are preparing teachers
adequately for their role in today's classrooms?
yes

52.

no

Do you favor the use of ability grouping as a means of providing
better instruction?
yes

53.

no

no

Do you favor busing of students to achieve integration?
yes

55.

undecided

Do you believe that parent-teacher conferences are important?
yes

54.

undecided

no

undecided

Do you agree that the K-6 grade organization is the most
effective? If not, which is the most effective?
yes
no
undecided

56.

Do you favor competency-based teacher education programs?
yes

no

undecided
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57.

Do you favor parent and student assistance in upgrading the
curriculum?
yes

58.

no

no

no_____________ ____undecided

Do you favor teacher membership in a union?
yes

62.

no

no

no

Do you agree with the free lunch system guidelines?
yes

67,

If

Professional Preparation
Professional Travel
Rest and Recuperation

Do you favor school-sponsored breakfast programs?
yes

66.

____undecided

Do you favor extra compensation for extra duties?
yes

65.

no

Do you favor changes in the present sabbatical leave laws?
so, which areas?
yes
no

64.

undecided

Do you believe that there is a need for more monies specifically
dedicated to the support of education?
yes

63.

undecided

Do you favor some sort of year-round school sessions?
yes

61.

____undecided

Do you favor the teaching of sex education in our schools?
yes

60.

undecided

Do you favor dress and grooming codes for students?
yes

59.

no

no

Do you agree with federal aid to local systems?
yes

no

undecided
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68. Do you favor longer term contracts for parish school
superintendents?
yes
69.

Do you favor in-service programs for principals?
yes

70.

no

undecided

no

undecided

no

undecided

Do you favor raising the beginning school age for children?
yes

78.

no

Do you favor the concept of career education?
yes

77.

undecided

Do you favor compulsory education?
yes

76.

no

Do you favor the use of para-professionals?
yes

75.

no

Do you favor an increase in the length of the school term with an
additional ten days for in-service programs with extra salary?
yes

74.

undecided

Do you favor pre-kindergarten education programs?
yes

73.

no

Do you favor organized and regularly scheduled physical education
programs?
yes

72.

no

Do you believe in regular class assignments of students with
particular problems? (slow leamers-LD)
yes

71.

no

no

undecided

Do you agree that educators should hold membership in civic
organizations?

yes

no

undecided
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79.

What method do you use more often to resolve conflict of
interests among school personnel?
Dominance

80.

Compromise

Do you believe that many of the discipline problems that exist
in schools stem from the home?
yes

D.

Integration

no

undecided

PERSONAL DATA
81.

What other public bodies aside from the local school Board of
Education has sought changes in the operation of your school?
(Check those applicable)
Police Jury
City Administrators
_Sheriff
_PTA
"Extremist Community Groups

82.

Religious Groups
Social Groups
____Civic Organizations
____None

In what civic organizations do you presently hold membership?
(Check those applicable)
Jaycees
Chamber of Commerce
Optimist
____Other
Kiwanis____________ ____None
Fraternities

83.

What political office do you presently hold?
jSenator
Representative
City Councilman

84.

What is your present age?
22 or under
23-29
30-34
'35-39

85.

Police Juror
____None

40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59

What is your sex?
male

female

60-64
65 or older
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86. What is your race?
White
Negro
American Indian
87.

Oriental
__ Other

What is your marital status?
Married
Single

Widow
Widower

88. Which is your best outstanding personal quality?
Energy, enthusiasm
Confidence
Sense of purpose and direction
^Sincerity
Dedication
"Thoughtfulness
89.

What were your parents' occupations?
Father

Mother
Teacher
Principal
Supervisor
Superintendent
Business
Industry
Agriculture
Other

90.

What is your political party preference?
Republican
Democrat

91.

Independent
Other

What is your religious preference?
Protestant
Catholic

92.

____
____
____
____
____
____
____

Jewish
Other

What is your favorite leisure time activity?
Outdoor sports
Travel
_Church activities
"Reading

____Hobbies
Cultural activities
Family
Other
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93.

What work experience have you had outside of the field of
education?
Business
Military
Arts______________ ____Agriculture
"Government
____Civic organizations
Labor
Other

94.

What was your age when appointed to your first principalship?
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39

95.

40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60 or over

What was your academic ranking as an undergraduate and as a
graduate student?
Undergraduate

Graduate
Upper 25%
Middle 50%
Lower 25%

COMMENTS:

____

VITA

James Herman Smith was b o m in Eunice, Louisiana, on June 17,
1940, the son of Hillman J. Smith and Maria Martin Smith.
After graduating from Eunice High School, Eunice, Louisiana, he
attended the University of Southwestern Louisiana, where he received a
Bachelor of Science degree in 1962 with a major in Health and Physical
Education.

He received his Master of Education degree in 1965 with a

major in Administration, and his Educational Specialist degree in 1972
with a major in Secondary Education, all from the above institution.
He has been an employee of the Iberia Parish Public School System
since 1963 and has held the positions of athletic coach, elementary
teacher, high school teacher, junior high school assistant principal,
and is presently serving as principal of the North Lewis Street Elemen
tary School, New Iberia, Louisiana.
He is married to the former Essie Dell Haristy.

They are the

parents of Gregory James Smith, Bruce Paul Smith, and Michael William
Smith.
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